
AGREGAT



Chelyabinsk region., SIM, Pushkin street, 1

The location of the object



The history of development



The beginning of the base Simskiy 
factory put the decree of the 

Berg-Collegium of her Majesty 
Empress Elisabeth of March 29, 
1759. In 1761, the first iron was 

obtained. During the great Patriotic 
war a new history of the enterprise 

began. From July to October 1941 in 
SIM arrived echelons Two Moscow 
aggregate plant, United in one-SIM 
mechanical. In the 90 “Agregat", as 

well as throughout the country, had a 
hard time, but the plant has 

successfully passed all the difficulties 
and began to gain altitude.



Since 2000, the plant has been systematically 
reconstructing production facilities and 

modernizing the equipment Park. Modern shops 
of PAO “Agregat" reminiscent of a sterile 

laboratory. 
In 2009, began work training and production 
center, where constantly improve the skills of 
employees "Agregat" and other enterprises in 
Russia. In 2011 the new division — "Shop of 

industrial hydraulics" in which the best experts in 
all engineering and production directions work is 

created.



"Agregat" is headed by the General Director, who is subordinate to the Directors of various 
industrial services:

a) - the Technical Director on the basis of service of the chief engineer who is responsible 
for production equipment, for introduction of scientific and technical achievements. In 
its submission are: Department of the chief designer where designs of units are 
improved, constructive changes are entered, new drawings are developed; Department 
of the chief technologist and the Metallurgist where new technological processes are 
developed and introduced; Department of the chief mechanic by which uninterrupted 
work and technically competent operation of the equipment, its repair and 
modernization is provided; Department of the main power, where the production of all 
the basics of energy.

b)  - Commercial Director-he is subordinate to the Department of material and 
technological supply with all warehouses, Department of external cooperation, 
financial and sales Department, 

c) -production Director, which is responsible for machine shop, Assembly and thermal 
plant, as well as planning and control Department and the chief Manager with his 
service.

d) - Director of General Affairs, which is subordinate to the personnel Department, 
technical training Department, 

e)  - Deputy General Director for quality.

Company structure



The products manufactured by "Agregat" are of special importance. This is a 
kind of the latest hydraulic units and fuel-regulating equipment for aircraft, 

requiring high quality manufacturing. Also, the company produces consumer 
products: cranes, crosspieces, pumps, Moto - punches, rescue tools and much 

more.

Fuel control equipment

Products



Plunger pumps Regulators of revolutions of the screw



Competitors

Ural Plant Of Civil Aviation, Ekaterinburg

Production Association "Flight», Omsk



"Aviacor», Samara

For more than 250 years of working to strengthen and 
strengthen the power of the Russian state, the company 
“Agregat” actually confirmed the truth of the 
well-known phrase: “The Urals is the supporting edge 
of the state.”


